2023 PDCA Agility Rankings
Shows dated 1/1/2023 — 6/30/2023

Top 5 Standard Courses
1. MACH5 Joker's Wild Mardi Gras Maskerade MXG2 MJG4 NF T2B2 100 (+81.36) Jill Chodelka; Bradenton, FL
2. MACH The Hoover Maneuver CD BN RN MXS MJS OF T2B2 CGC 100 (+75.37) Diane Kaplan; Mount Vernon, WA
3. MACH Jake's Singin' The Blues MXS MJC PJD OF T2B2 BCAT TKN 100 (+71.09) Michelle McMillen; Owasso, OK
4. MACH9 Legends To Dream Of Violett BN RM2 RAE MXC3 MJB4 PADP PJDP MFB TQX T2B CGCA TKE 100 (+68.55) Caryl Ann Baxter; Stow, OH
5. AGCH MACH7 Princess Show White MXB3 PDS MJS3 PADP PJDP MFB TQX MFPB T2B T2BP2 CGC TKA 100 (+66.39) Debra Runyen; Milwaukie, OR

Top 5 Standard Preferred Courses
1. Ar Reno NAP OJP NFP CGC TKI 100 (+117.5) Peter Redman; Palmdale, CA
2. Inspiration's Bigeye Sprite AXP AJP NFP 100 (+105.33) Kris Huett; Fort Collins, CO
3. Pinnacle N Felzar's Holy Cannoli RN MXP2 MJPB ACT2 CGC TKN 100 (+70.97) Carol McGuiness; Newington, CT
4. CH Pinnacle's Princess Bombastic RA AXP AJP NFP CGC 100 (+69.13) Brittney Coleman
5. MACH 14 PACH 11 Tampa Bay Ray Of Hope MXC4 MJB5 MXP26 MXPS3 MJP27 MJPG3 PAX11 NF T2B8 CGC 100 (+65.04) Jill Chodelka; Bradenton, FL

Top 5 Jumpers With Weaves Courses
1. MACH5 Joker's Wild Mardi Gras Maskerade MXG2 MJG4 NF T2B2 100 (+55.44) Jill Chodelka; Bradenton, FL
2. Guster Martin AX AXJ MXF T2B 100 (+51.05) Steven Martin; Austin, TX
3. MACH The Hoover Maneuver CD BN RN MXS MJS OF T2B2 CGC 100 (+41.55) Diane Kaplan; Mount Vernon, WA
4. MACH9 Legends To Dream Of Violett BN RM2 RAE MXC3 MJB4 PADP PJDP MFB TQX T2B CGCA TKE 100 (+39.01) Caryl Ann Baxter; Stow, OH
5. AGCH MACH7 Princess Show White MXB3 PDS MJS3 PJS MFG TQX T2B5 CGC TKA 100 (+30.89) Debra Runyen; Milwaukie, OR

Top 5 Jumpers With Weaves Preferred Courses
1. Ar Reno NAP OJP NFP CGC TKI 100 (+80.60) Peter Redman; Palmdale, CA
2. **Hinspiration’S Bigeye Sprite AXP AJP NJP** 100 (+67.67) Kris Huett; Fort Collins, CO

3. **Pinnacle N Felzar’s Holy Cannoli RN MXP2 MJP3 MJPB ACT2 CGC TKN** 100 (+51.43) Carol McGuiness; Newington, CT

4. **MACH 14 PACH 11 Tampa Bay Ray Of Hope MXC4 MJB5 MXP26 MXPS3 MJP27 MJPG3 PAX11 NF T2B8 CGC** 100 (+47.03) Jill Chodelka; Bradenton, FL

5. **Tucker Provens AXP MJP CGCA TKI FITB** 100 (+43.50) Sheryl Provens; Xenia, OH

The PDCA Top Twenty Agility Ratings rank the top five pugs in the Standard Courses and the top five pugs in the Jumpers with Weaves courses for Regular and Preferred heights. The ratings are calculated by taking the top three runs for each pug in each division, using only clean runs. The placement is determined by subtracting the pug’s running time from the Standard Course Time and adding the difference for the three runs. The pug with the highest difference will be awarded the higher placement.

Effective January 1, 2019, Pugs that had previously competed in the Regular division, and cross over to the Preferred division, are not eligible for ranking until they complete the highest competition title in Preferred that they completed in the Regular division.

In order to allow more positions in the Showcase rankings no dog will be ranked in both Regular and Preferred in Standard or JWW. If a dog ranks in the top 5 in both Regular and Preferred they will be listed in the division that they rank the highest. If the ranking is the same the one with the best time will be used.
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